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d ti ct fossil forms as well. "To Darwin it seemed extre
new to scie nce an . ex ~h Creator of species, should have placed,,,two an
mel y curi ous thAt Godod e nes that sli ghtly resembled them, Was this the 
cient species by , .• mt erbn o esti · oned?" Evidence of species change• extinct 

ll f Gd and not o e qu 
wi O '

0 a hie barr i ers, glaciation s, floods, and other natural catas-
formS , gcir p bined in the mind of th is questioning scientist. 
trophes ~omi n t he potent i al in crease of life on earth, he calcu-

d i~ r~h:rr:~Je elep hant lives 100 years and normally giv~s birth 
late ~f . in g in that time• If each of these gave birth to six, etc,• 
t o s:l.x_o 7;byears one el ephant pair could produce nineteen million des
etc d, ~ Potentially , he re asoned , eve ry living thin g has this "power to 
cen enhs . l d in a very short t1~e. Could it be that favorable variations 
cl og t e .ror d t d?" '·' e woul d ten d to be preserved and inf avor able ?nes to be es roye ner 
t h urvivo r s th ose best ada pted t o t he environment? 

es There is not a sho r t age of books about Charles Darwin, His autobio-
hy and other important works are available in paperback. What is there 

~~~~t this edited work of the well known and respected publishi~~ firm 
(American Heritage) that especial ly commends it? Through quota ti ons from 
biographies and correspondents, Darwin beco mes under st andi ble t o t he rea 
der as a human being, curiously st udying pl ants and ani mals ar ound him 
in the garden and greenhouse, in South America and els ewher e in the worl d, 

The warmly personal portrait of Darwin is enz:iched by 154 well cho
sen illustrations, many in color, which give an enJoyable buoyancy to 
the text. The combined efforts of editors, author, and consultant have 
produced an attractive book, primarily inte nded. fer "young read ers " which 
will be read and enjoyed with enthusias m by t he i r parents, It woul d be a 
valuable reference in the library of pr imary and secondary schools for 
interested students, but particularly as a readily understandible and ac
curate source for the teachers who may be called upon to include something 
on evolution in a lesson but have little or no academic training in evo-
lutionary theories, 

* * * 

edited byi Mabel Gillespie, P.O. Box 575, Oak Bluffs, Mass. 02557 
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Our contribution to the Symposium will be limited to decoy traps 
with which we have had most of our experience, We have been operating 
such traps in northern and central Ohio since 1963 and between us have 
banded over 130,000 birds and handled some 10,000 repeats. 

The origin of the decoy trap in this country goes back to John 
Linehan's serendipidy, He used some old fish netting to make an enclo
sure in a cornfield and after introducing some birds into the enclosure 
he was concerned about their escaping through holes in the top, The 
next day he found more birds under the netting than at the outset and 
then discovered that the newcomers entered to join the others rather 
than that the captives escaped, This demonstrated the decoy principle 
which was then implemented by providing "holes" systematically, These 
took the form of turkey wire with a 2" x 4" mesh on top of a trap. 
Basically the decoy traps in current use consist of an enclosure of 
chicken wire or equivalent high enough for the operator to walk inside 
with an area ("ladder") on top consisting of turkey wire through which 
the birds can drop with wings folded but through which they cannot fly 
out with wings extended, Presently they are driven down a tapering run
way into a gathering cage. 

Construction 

There is no "standard" size for a decoy trap. We have caught sub
stantial numbers of birds in a trap as small as 40' x 20', However, if 
there is a large population in the vicinity a larger trap will provide 
a larger catch. After a certain density is reached (approximately 400 
in a 20' x 40' trap), additional birds will not enter the trap. We 
shall now describe the trap we are currently using with the reservation 
that other sizes and other materials may be satisfactory. Our present 
trap is 90' x 40'. 

The first step is to plow (or dig) a furrow at least 611 deep a
round the entire perimeter. This facilitates burying the bottom edge of 
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the chicken wire sides to an appreciable depth, In this way birds are 
prevented from escaping under the wire and rats are discouraged from 
burrowing their way into the trap, 

Next come the steel posts that are to support the wire. Seven 
posts are installed along the sides of the trap (see ground plan) and 

at 15-feet intervals a similar array of 7 posts runs lengthwise through 
the center of the trap. Highway sign posts are quite satisfactory as 
sections can be bolted together to give any desired length. The posts 
are installed with 7' above the ground and l' to 3' below ground depen
ding on how much reliance is to be placed on guy wires, Heavy wire (10 
to 14 gauge) is strung along the tops of the posts and secured to each 
post around the periphery and likewise along the posts in the center of 
the trap, This heavy w'ire is to support the chicken wire. 

A similar procedure is used to support the ladders a,f 2" x 4" 
mesh, It is the usual practice to have the ladder a few feet lower than 
the edges of the trap, In their efforts to escape the birds tend to 
fly toward the highest point which in this case is the edge of the trap 
where escape is impossible, If the ladder is as high as the rest of the 
trap some of them fly to the ladder, take hold of the wire and manage 

to flutter in such a way as to escape through a 2" x 4" aperture, The 
lower ladder minimizes such escape, 

Our trap has 2 ladders as shown in the ground plan, Each is sup
ported by 8 fence posts. These can be of lighter weight than those at 
the periphery and do not need guy wires. They are 4-1/2' high above 
ground, Our ladders are 30' x 3' but the dimensions may be altered to 
take advantage of the available width of turkey wire . In a smaller

trap one ladder may suffice, 

The entire trap, except for the ladders, is now covered with one
inch mesh chicken wire. This wire slopes down from the edges of the 

trap and from the top center line to the ladder areas and is secured to 
all the ladder edges, All seams and overlaps must be closed. We use hog 
nose rings for this purpose but any small metal band similar to those 

we put on the birds will be satisfactory, This step is very important 
because birds will find any opening over an inch in diameter and escape, 
On top of the trap an alternative material is "plastic" netting with one 

inch mesh. It seems to accumulate less snow and its durability compares 
favoribly with that of the chickeh wire. 

The birds are removed from the trap by driving them down a taper
ing runway into a gathering cage. The side of the trap constitutes one 

side of the runway, The other is a partition of chicken wire extending 
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the full height of the trap and supported by posts like those used on 
the periphery (see ground plan). Its upper edge is fastened with hbg 
nose rings to the chicken wire top of the trap. The runway tapers from 
7-1/2' to 2', At the small end is an exit 2' x 2' and 4-1/2' above the
�round closed by a sliding door of masonite which can be operated from 
inside or outside the trap. Beyond this exit is a bench of appropriate 
height to hold the gathering cage and possibly an intermediate cag�. 

The operator enters the door farthest from the exit drives.the 

birds diagonally across the trap, down the runway and through the exit 
into the gathering cage, Then he closes the sliding door, goes out the 
second large door, removes the gathering cages and does the banding It 
is advisable to install a baffle or ramp of 1/4" ha:rdware cloth ex�n
ding from t�e bottom_ of the exit to the ground}' along the runway, This
tends to guide the birds up to the exit, Otherwise a "mass" of them may 
accumulate on the ground just below the exit. 

The posts around the periphery should be supported by guy wires. 
I�on posts of �lmost any size may be driven diagonally into the ground 
6 from the main posts, as indicated, and a wire run from the top of the 
main post to ground level on the supplementary post. The guy wires are 
tightened by turnbuckles, or in the interest of economy one may use a 
double wire and twist it with a stout stick, 

Another desirable feature is some perches (dowel rods) hung b t 
2' from the top of the trap. Preferably there should be some nea; :a�� 
end of the trap. They will encourage the birds to fly from end to end 
and thus be more conspicuous as decoys, 

" 
So much for the interior of the trap, The gathering cage is of 

1/4 �r 1/2'_' ha�dware cloth 24" x 18" x 12". It has a sliding door of 
1'.1asonite which is removable. This door has an aperture 12" x·7 11 which 
is covered by two pieces of rubber inner tube stapled to the masonite 
in such a way as to make a slit through which the operator can reach. 
The hole closes when he withdraws his hand holding a bird, 

It is not advisable to put the gathering cage next to the 2' x 2' 
exit, Some birds will enter the gathering cage, "bounce" off the far 
wall, go back through the exit and pass the operator in the runway in 
spite �f al� the commotion he makes, An intermediate cage about 2' in 

7
ach dimension may be placed next to the exit. The side toward the exit 

is open but controB.ed by the sliding exit door. The other side of the 
intermediate cage has a vertically sliding door which may be set part
ly open and leading into the gathering cage, In this way the birds have 
more �pace beyond the exit and are not so apt to bounce back, We have 
sometimes used 2 intermediate cages in sequence to further minimize es-
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C1l:p6 back into the trap. The materials for a trap like ours will cost 
from $200 to $250, A substantial amount of hard labor is likewise in
volved, 

Maintenance 
The trap is baited with cracked corn in the area below the lad

ders, If this area is bare dirt the corn is more visible, Pieces of 
stale bread also serve as good bait, especially with Starlings. Pans 
of water are provided and in hot weather is is well to shade these 
pans, From 10 to 20 birds are always left in the trap as decoys, The 
grass in the trap and the work area should be mowed periodically, 

Occasional inspection for "leaks" should be made. In our experi
ence Starlings are most adept at finding small holes in the wire, If 
such a leak is suspected it is our practice to count the Starlings 
left in the trap at night and if the number is substantially reduced 
next day, we can be certain there is a leak. 

Conclusions 

If one is anxious to band large numbers of birds and has access 
to a heavily popula t ed area, the decoy trap is to be recommended. 
However we are disposed to inquire .!!!1! he is so anxious. Our philoso
phy of banding has changed with the accumulation of experience (and 
years), .At one time banding large numbers seemed to us a mar~ of dis
tinction or a status symbol; now it is merely a way to reduce sampling 
error in our data. Moreover the numerical needs vary with the problem, 
For example if we are concerned with species differences in the geo
graphical distribution of recoveries and only some 1i offue birds ban
ded are recovered, then it is necessary to band thousands fn order to 
get an adequate sample of recoveries, On the other hand if we are ex
perimenting with the birds as we have access to them, for exa,mple 
measuring "complacency" of each individual in our sample, then a few 
hundred birds will suffice. 

It is our conviction that a bander should not build himself a 
decoy trap, band all comers and hope for an important problem to em.er ge. 
He should, on the contrary, have some problems or hypotheses formula te d 
in advance and then tailor his banding program (and equi pment) to those 
problems. 

(See next page for photo graph sJ we are publishing figure one because it 
is th e only sui table phot o avail able of the overall design although 
the picture lacks conside r abl y i n contrast. Ed.) 
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Figure 1. Overall view of the decoy trap. 

Figure 2. Ladder through which birds enter decoy trap. 
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Figure 3. Ramp feeding from ground up to exit 
which prevents birds from bunching on gr ound. 

Figure 4. Gathering cage with slot in door through 
which the operator may reach to obtain birds. 
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Figure 5, Gathering and intermediate cages 
from the decoy trap in position next to the exit. 

Figure 6. Typical concentration of birds in the runway. 
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DEAD YELl,OW-SHJ\FTED EJECTED FROM NEST CAVITY 
By Kenneth W. Prescott 

Jl 

For several days during the second week of June, 1970 I observed 
a pair of Yellow-shafted Flickers (Colaptes auratus) removing old debris 
and new chips from a nest hole approximately 18 feet above the ground in 
a dead elm tree, DBH approximately 18 inches, The nest hole had been _ 
used successfully by a pair of flickers the previous summer, Moreover, 
it seemed to be an overwintering home for three flickers during the pe
riod of November - March when one to three were frequently seen flying 
to and leaving the nest hole, When two of these fed in my potter traps, 
they were captured and banded, 

Late in the afternoon of lJ June 1970, I watched two flickers wor
king on the entrance hole rim and heard them pecking inside the cavity. 
I saw no unusual materials at the base of the tree which is approximate
ly 2-3 feet from a netlane which I was using that weekend and, therefore, 
I frequently walked past the tree, The next morning my daughter Trudy 
called my attention to some fresh chips on top of the grass at the base 
of the tree which, because of the fresh whitish edges, I assume had been 
very recently chiseled out of the tree. In the midst of 13-18 of these 
we found the dried-out carcass of a female Yellow-shafted Flicker, It 
had been long dead with no remaining odor or other evidence of recent 
decomposition, 

From this circumstantial evidence, I conclude that the pair of 
flickers were cleaning and enlarging a previously used nest cavity and 
that the dead flicker was removed, unobserved by me, early the morning 
of 14 June. The emaciated carcass, it seemed to me, was not so heavy 
but that it could have been lifted up to the edge of the nest cavity 
by one of the flickers, Its position on the ground was directly under 
the entrance as were the chips. The pair of flickers subsequently built 
a nest in the cavity and fledged two or more young, One of the pair was 
a female, No, 96)-81738, banded 7 September 1967; its official return 
dates were 14 June 1968, 9 April 1969 and 12 April 1970 in addition to 
other retrappings. - Kenneth W. Prescott, New Jersey State Museum, Cul
tural Center, Trenton, New Jersey 08625, 




